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Abstract

We have developed a method for predicting the com-
mon secondary structure of large RNA multiple align-
ments using only the information in the alignment. It
uses a series of progressively more sensitive searches of
the data in an iterative manner to discover regions of
base pMring; the first pass examines the entire multi-
ple alignment. The searching uses two methods to
find base pairings. Mutual information is used to
measure covariation between pairs of columns in the
multiple alignment and a minimum length encoding
method is used to detect column pairs with high po-
tential to base pair. Dynamic programming is used to
recover the optimal tree made up of the best poten-
tial base pairs and to create a stochastic context-free
grammar. The information in the tree guides the next
iteration of searching. The method is similar to the
traditional comparative sequence analysis technique.
The method correctly identifies most of the common
secondary structure in 16S and 23S rRNA.

Introduction
Multiple alignment of structural RNA is a more dif-
ficult problem than multiple alignment of protein. It
requires a different type of search that is computation-
ally more expensive than the standard Hidden Markov
Model method (Krogh et al. 1994; Baldi et al. 1994;
Krogh & Hughey 1995) used for aligning proteins or
DNA because the base pairing that forms the sec-
ondary structure of HNA can’t be modeled by an
HMM.

Humans align RNA using an iterative technique
known as Comparative Sequence Analysis, described
in detail in (James, Olsen, & Pace 1989). This tech-
nique involves iterating 2 phases, a search of the multi-
ple alignment for new base pairing and re-aligning the
data in light of the newly found base pairing.

Many different methods of searching for and pre-
dicting secondary structure in a given multiple align-
ment have been developed. Methods that minimize the

free energy of the structure of a single RNA molecule
(Tinoco Jr., Uhlenbeck, & Levine 1971; Turner, Sugi-
moto, & Freier 1988; Gouy 1987; Zuker 1989) have not
been as successful as methods that use phylogenetic
analysis of similar RNA molecules (Fox & Woese 1975;
Woese et al. 1983; James, Olsen, & Pace 1989). Com-
binations of the these approaches tends to improve
the results (Waterman 1989; Le & Zuker 1991; Hall 
Kim 1993; Chiu & Kolodziejczak 1991; Sankoff 1985;
Winker et al. 1990; Lapedes 1992; Klinger & Brutlag
1993; Gutell el al. 1992). Our own previous work em-
ployed minimum length encoding with a Dirichlet mix-
ture prior and a Gibbs sampling methodology (Grate
el al. 1994) to predict secondary structure.

The best methods for multiple alignment of RNA
make use of stochastic context-free grammars (SCFGs)
(Sakakibara el al. 1994; Eddy & Durbin 1994). SCFGs
are a generalization of HMMs and can model the base
pairing interactions of RNA. Their use has been limited
to short sequences due to the large amount of compu-
tation involved.

The entire Comparative Sequence Analysis proce-
dure has been implemented by Eddy and Durbin (Eddy
& Durbin 1994) with good results on short sequences.
They use a statistical method to measure covariation
between pairs of columns in the multiple alignment and
use this information to guide a process of iterative re-
alignment of the sequences. The complexity of their
algorithm places an upper limit on its use of some 140
bases (Durbin 1994).

We are developing a similar system that will be more
general and able to work on long RNA sequences (such
as 16S or 23S ribosomal HNA). We employ mutual in-
formation to measure covariation coupled with a prob-
ability based minimum length encoding method of he-
lix detection to sense base pairs in conserved regions.
To function on long sequences we have developed fast
serial and Maspar parallel computer algorithms. The
system will produce multiple alignments and SCFGs
that can be used for searching databases. This system
will form part of a software Ribosomal Workbench.

We briefly describe here how stochastic context-free
grammars relate to traditional multiple alignments.
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We then discuss the complexity of the algorithms and
why searching for base paired regions in RNA is more
difficult than aligning proteins. We then describe our
methods of detecting possible base pairs and the sec-
ondary structure searching methodology that will form
the core of the iterative multiple alignment system un-
der development. At present only the search of a fixed
multiple alignment and prediction of secondary struc-
ture via a stochastic context-free grammar (Sakakibara
et al. 1994) is functional. Results on 16S and 23S
rRNA are presented.

Multiple Alignments and SCFGs

The standard methods of describing RNA secondary
structure are a multiple alignment, Figure 1A, and
a secondary structure picture, Figure 1B . A third
method uses a tree (Shapiro & Zhang 1990; Searls
1993), and this forms the basis of a SCFG representa-
tion, Figure 1C. These 3 methods are easily translated
into one another with minimal loss of information.

SCFGs
A SCFG is a more abstract type of representation be-
cause it really is a probabilistic model of all possible
sequences. However, the tree structure and the param-
eters are chosen such that only sequences that match
it well have high probability, non-matching sequences
have an extremely small probability. It is this flex-
ibility that gives the power to handle variant RNA
structures (see (Sakakibara et al. 1994) for complete
discussion).

SCFGs are inherently hierarchical. A full, low-level
SCFG will specify details down to the individual base
or base pair level. A higher level view abstracts the
individual bases into the logical structures of helix and
loop. In this paper, we adopt this higher level view.

The method of reading a SCFG is to begin at the
root, labeled Start in Figure 1C, and proceed by fol-
lowing the arrows around the tree reading each item
as you encounter it. The majority of ItNA helixes
can be fit into these tree structures but pseudo-knots
(Figure 2) can’t because the arms of the helixes inter-
twine. Thus SCFGs can’t model pseudo-knots, and we
make the assumption that all the helixes can be prop-
erly nested into a tree structure. We term this the
proper nesting of helixes assumption.

The three types of objects in our SCFGs are loops,
helixes and branches. Loops represent single stranded
regions, helixes represent base paired regions, while
branches do not represent any bases, rather they di-
rect the structure of the tree.

The main parameter of high level SCFG loops and
helixes is the length. Other information can indicate
bounds on the length, probability distributions on the
length, and how the length is interpreted (if it is an
average, or minimum, etc). Additionally, a low-level
SCFG loop will contain a set of nucleotide distributions
per base location in the loop. A low-level SCFG helix
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Figure h A: Multiple alignment of an RNA double
stem loop with the base paired regions indicated. B:
Secondary structure picture of the first sequence in the
multiple alignment. C: An SCFG describing the same
structure. Helixes are rectangles, loops are circles, and
triangles are branching points that do not represent
bases. Read it by following the arrows from start to
end. Loops are read only once, helixes are read twice:
5’ when entering, and 3’ when leaving. It will read:
L1, 5’H1, L2, 5’H2, L3, 3’H2, L4, 3’H1, L5. Branches
can be labeled with the probability that a given side
of the branch is missing. For example, branch 3 can
have a reasonable probability of deleting the right side,
removing H2, L3 and L4.

I I J I ]
aa GGGG aaaaa CACA aaaa CCCC aaaa UGUG aaaa

Figure 2: Structure of a pseudo knot. The arms of the
helix intertwine each other, and can’t fit into the tree
structure of an SCFG.
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will contain pairwise distributions for each base pair
location.

The branch parameters can specify the probability
that a given side of the branch is present in the struc-
ture. This allows an entire part of the SCFG to be
optional.

Conversion between representations A multiple
alignment with base paired regions labeled can be eas-
ily translated into a SCFG. Translation into a SCFG
entails ignoring any pseudo-knots or tertiary interac-
tions and adopting some method of establishing loop
and helix lengths. The example in Figure 1C uses av-
erage length, which are the small numbers in the loops
and helixes.

Helix regions are always aligned, whereas depending
on the level of detail, loop regions might not be. An
extremely detailed SCFG can specify alignment in loop
regions at the expense of a much larger and possibly
computationally prohibitive grammar.

Complexity of Models

Hidden Markov Models use very local information from
the sequences to determine conserved regions and local
best alignments. The base content of RNA helixes is
often not conserved at all, as a result HMM’s do poorly.

HMM methods take time linear in the number of
bases in the sequence. However, searching a sequence
of length n for potential base paired regions (which we
call the helix finding algorithm) requires an 2 algo-
rithm. For each location, all locations 3’ to it poten-
tially could base pair. This describes a lower triangular
matrix, giving about n2/2 pairs to examine.

Discovering an optimal tree structure for a SCFG
from a set of h potential base paired regions is an ha

algorithm using dynamic programming. We call this
the tree construction algorithm.

Using a fixed, pre-determined SCFG with m
elements1 to align one sequence of length n to the

3grammar (called parsing the sequence) is an n m algo-
2rithm in time and uses n m space (memory) (Sakak-

ibara et al. 1994; Eddy &: Durbin 1994). We call this
the parsing algorithm.

You can see that as we progress to more complicated
algorithms, the number of items the algorithm operates
on must be controlled in order to get results.

The method of Eddy and Durbin iterates the tree
construction (to find base pairs) and Parsing (to per-
form multiple alignment) algorithms at the level of in-
dividual bases. Thus, their method has an overall time
complexity of ham, where n is the number of bases
in the sequence. They state this places a useful up-
per limit of around 140 bases on their system (Durbin
1994).

1 In a low-level SCFG, the elements would be individual
bases. In a high level graxamar, they could be whole helix
or loop objects
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Our ultimate goal is to create a system that is able
to create multiple alignments of similar quality but on
much larger sequences. The algorithms are inherently
complex, so we must look for ways to reduce the num-
ber of items they examine.

Reducing n
The length of the E.coli 16S sequence is 1542 bases
and for 23S is 2904 bases. The length of the multiple
alignments for these two families are 2688 and 7977
bases respectively (Larsen el a/. 1993). Clearly these
sequences are much too large to directly attack by the
parsing algorithm at the individual base level. Some
methods must be employed to reduce the number of
items to parse on into the few hundreds before parsing
will be feasible.

Our first idea is to use a "best first" method to find
the best helixes first. The second idea is to make use
of hierarchy inherent in SCFGs and the assumption of
proper nesting of helixes. The third idea is to note
that most base pairs occur in long stretches that form
helical regions.

Best First The first idea allows use of algorithms
faster than tree construction to identify possible heli-
cal regions. The helix finding algorithm we developed
is faster than tree construction (being only an 2 al-
gorithm). It employs an adjustable minimum length
encoding function to quickly identify potential base
paired regions. This provides an adjustable strength
filter that can be tuned to reject all but the most
promising helix forming candidates.

Divide and Conquer The second idea allows us to
use a divide and conquer approach to limit the amount
of searching. The assumption of proper nesting of he-
lixes allows us to partition the sequence into smaller
independent areas once a particular helix is decided to
exist (Figure 3).

Figure 3: When two parts of a sequence are determined
to be base paired (shaded boxes), the inside region 
becomes independent from the outside regions L and
R. Searching for base pair can then focus on region I,
and the concatenation of L and R.

High Level Grouping The third idea allows us to
get away from having our algorithms always examine
individual base pairs by grouping them into higher
level objects such as helixes. In many cases we can
treat a helix as just two items (the 5’ and 3’ sides)
rather than as a set of base pairs. With this model,
any number of individual base pairs in a base paired
region could be replaced with only 2 "points", one for



Figure 4: How individual bases map to "points". The
bases making up helix H2 are only used in H2, so are
uncontested and both 5’ and 3’ sides are mapped to
single points, shaded boxes. Potential helixes H1 and
H3 are both trying to use some of the same bases. The
bases that are contested are each mapped to individual
points, plus signs. In this small example, the 20 base
locations can be represented as only 12 points. Greater
savings occur in practice.

the 50 side, and one for the 3’ side.
If an individual base has the possibility of being in

more than one helix (it is "contested" by 2 or more
helixes) it can’t be uniquely assigned to a single helix.
In this case, the parts of the helixes that conflict are
not reduced using the above model, and the bases that
are contested must be mapped into individual points
(Figure 4). Thus an uncontested helix of length 6 (12
bases) could be represented as only 2 points, a six-fold
reduction in the number of items an algorithm must
examine.

Making use of these three ideas is an effective way
of reducing the number of items that a parsing or tree
construction algorithm must examine.

Detecting Possible Base Pairs

How do you tell if two given regions of an RNA se-
quence are base paired? If there is only one sequence,
the most information is in the number of Watson-Crick
(WC) base pairs (or the fairly frequent wobble pairs
GU, UG) that could form between the given regions.
If there are two or more similar sequences there is a
wealth of information available. Random mutations
will make the sequences slightly different, but if a re-
gion must be base paired for the RNA to function, then
it is extremely unlikely that one base of a WC pair will
change while the other will not also change in a com-
plementary manner. These compensatory mutations
(covariations) are strong evidence that the two bases
interact. This forms the basis of the comparative se-
quence analysis technique (see (James, Olsen, ~ Pace
1989) for complete discussion).

However, the character of helixes spans the entire
range from complete conservation (no mutations dis-
covered so far in nature) to "it doesn’t matter as long
as it is WC’.

Because of this, it is advantageous to use at least
two methods of scoring a region. One method should
identify covariation, while the other should examine
the base content.

Mutual Information

The mutual information formulation as a measure of
covariation has been used by many researchers (Eddy
& Durbin 1994; Gutell et al. 1992; Korber et al. 1993;
Gulko 1995) with good success. We use the it to mea-
sure covariation between pairs of columns.

Given a set of N aligned sequences, and two
columns, i and j, in the alignment, the counts of the
number of occurrences of the pairs and the individual
bases on the 5’ and 3’ sides are tabulated. The mutual
information of one pair of bases x (from column i) and
y (from column j) (where x, y E {A, C, G, U}) is given
by:

MI[xy]- count[xy]
N * (1)

count[xy] ¯ N
l°gs count5’[x] ¯ count3’[y]

This is summed over all pairs with non-zero count to
give the total mutual information score:

MIcolPair(ij) ~ MI[xy] (2)
all pairs xy ~ 0

This function is zero if there is no covariation and oth-
erwise is positive. The mutual information score for
a set of column pairs is the sum of the scores for the
individual column pairs.

Base Content Scoring

Our formulation of the base content score is based on
the comparison of two probabilistic models: one for
the occurrence of base pairs, and the other for the oc-
currence of individual bases, and is the same as used
in our earlier work (Grate et al. 1994). For a pair of
columns, i and j, with base x from column i, and y
from column j:

PrPair[xy]
LR[xy] = PrSingle[x] * PrSingle[y] (3)

is the likelihood odds ratio ofhaving x and y be a base
pair, where PrPair and PrSingie are the parameters of
the models (see Figures 5 and 6). A value greater than
1 indicates that pairing is more likely than not.

When logs is taken the formula becomes:

BCscore[xy] -- logs PrPalr[xy] - logs PrSingie[x]

- logs PrSingle[y] (4)

and is our base content score. When viewed in this
framework the base content score has a direct mini-
mum length encoding interpretation as the number of
bits saved by encoding the two bases as a pair rather
than encoding them each as individual bases. A posi-
tive value indicates that the pairing is a better model,
and the larger the value the better.
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pair
5t

3t

A C G U

A .0128 .0108 .0154 .1275
C .0142 .0108 .2728 .0131

G .0176 .1378 .0198 .0427

U .2097 .0122 .0628 .0200

Individual
background .3059 .2471 .2118 .2352

Figure 5: Probabilities for pairs and individual bases.
From (Sakakibara et al. 1994).

5’

3’

A C G U N

A -2.866 -2.597 -1.973 1.228 -0.5 -0.5

C-2.597 -2.497 1.972 -2.203 -0.5 -0.5

G-1.973 1.972 -1.118 0.083 -0.5 -0.5

U 1.228 -2.203 0.083 -1.471 -0.5 -0.5

N -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5

- -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 -0.5 0.0

Figure 6: Precomputed 6 by 6 table of scores made
from the data in Figure 5.

With this formulation, the base content score for the
entire column pair is the sum of the base content scores
for the individual pairs in the columns:

BCcolPair(i~i) = ~ count[xy] * BCscore[xy]
all pairs xy ~ 0

(5)
and the base content score for a series of column pairs
is the sum of the individual column pair base content
scores.

Score Data Our data for the probabilities, PrPair
and PrSingle, is based on a previous study of 16S rRNA
(Sakakibara et al. 1994) and our own studies, and is
shown in Figure 5. The derived scores used are given
in Figure 6. Here we also add in the letter II for any
base that is not exactly known, and -, used for spacing
in the multiple alignment.

We derive this 6 by 6 table of scoring values as fol-
lows. We want a general set of scores, not just those
reflecting the biases in the original 16S data. Ac-
cordingly, a symmetric probability matrix is computed
by averaging the sum of each pairs 5’3’ and 3’5’ val-
ues. Then equation 4 is applied using the symmetric
probabilities and the individual base probabilities to
compute the score entries for the normal bases. The
non-base entries are arbitrarily chosen to have nega-
tive scores, but not so large that would totally remove
a region from consideration. It is important for the
-,- entry to be zero, as this allows alignment insertions
inside of helixes without destroying the base content

score. For runtime speed these real numbers are scaled
up and rounded to integers so that all computations
use integer arithmetic.

Filtering using the Helix Finding

Algorithm

The helix finding algorithm examines all possible place-
ments of a given length helix in a range of columns.
Given a range of n columns, a minimum helix length
L and a minimum spacing between the 5’ and 3’ sides
S, there are

(n - 2L - S)2

2
possible configurations of the 5’ and 3’ sides that could
form helixes. The value of S is set to 4, the minimum
practical length of an RNA hairpin loop.

A large value of L (such as 5 or 6) results in few
potential helixes being found, whereas a small value of
L (such as 2 or 3) will find many. This is the main filter
parameter used in searching. When searching a large
number of columns, L is set to a large value (actually,
4 is plenty large). We use the term 4-filter to indicate
L has a value of 4, likewise for 3-filter.

For each possible helix position the base pair content
score is computed for the L columns involved. If the
base pair content score for the columns is > 0 then the
covariation score is computed. If the covariation score
is larger than a user adjustable threshold (the default
is a value that corresponds to one bit per base pair),
the helix is accepted as a potential helix candidate.

Thus, the only potential helix candidates are those
that have a high probability of being base paired, and
have enough covariation to indicate that they likely to
be base paired.

Bulges

Bulges (unpaired bases with in a helix) have to 
taken into account ff one hopes to find many helixes.
In theory, a helix with a bulge can be viewed as two
smaller helixes with a short loop in between. In prac-
tice, this sometimes works reasonably well. However
there are some shortcomings with this method when
applied to normal human readable multiple align-
ments. The problem is that the columns of a multi-
ple alignment classify the bases as either base paired
or not. It is then difficult to indicate that in some se-
quences a given column is bulged, whereas in others the
same column is base paired. The usual solution is to
have only one column. Humans use the base pairings
for the family to note these columns, but a program
whose job it is to discover the base pairing informa-
tion can see these columns as non-base paired.

Searching for bulges is quite easy, but it significantly
increases the computation time. For a helix of N base

pairs and B bulged bases, there are (2(NB-1))

configurations of the bulged bases. For example, given
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a helix of length 6 there are 10 potential locations for
a 1 long bulge and 45 locations for 2 bulged bases2.
These 55 extra checks would have to be applied at
each potentiM location for a 6 long helix in order to
determine if a 6 long helix with one or two base bulges
existed at that location.

The "best first" hypothesis says we are looking for
the best and most obvious helixes first, and these prob-
ably do not have obscuring bulges. Accordingly, bulge
searching would only be used in later stages of search-
ing or refining in smaller areas, where the extra expense
is justified. We have not yet fully integrated searching
for bulges intothe current system.

The Tree Construction Algorithm

Once a set of potential helixes are determined, the tree
construction algorithm will find the optimal score tree
that best fits them. It is assumed that the real sec-
ondary structure is the one that fits the best helical
regions into a properly nested tree structure.

The method outlined previously is used to establish
the number and type of "points" the algorithm ex-
amines. This allows the algorithm to choose between
helixes that are competing for the same bases. The
respective scores for the columns are mapped along
into the system of "points". The cost function used by
the algorithm employs both the base pair content and
covariation scores in a simple weighted linear combi-
nation. The score for a particular pair of points is

pointPairScore(ij) = Wco~ * MlofPoints(ij) 

Wbp * BPscore(i,i). (6)
The weights are user adjustable parameters that allow
choosing which type of information you want to believe
more. For these experiments, both types of informa-
tion had equal weights. However, the structures were
stable even as the relative weighting was varied by a
factor of 10.

The above raw score can be further adjusted based
on the context of the particular points. Specifically,
we can give a benefit for the elongation of a helix over
that of adding an isolated base pair. We call this the
stacking benefit, and is also user adjustable. The cost
function per point pair the tree construction uses is
then:

score(i j) = pointsPairScore(ij) 

W,t~ck * F(ij). (7)

The function of the context of the pair of points, F (i~j),
is arbitrary, but for these experiments is simply 1 if
the context is such that the point pair is elongating an
existing series of adjacent points (thus building up 
helix) and 0 if the context is an isolated base pair.

The optimal tree structure is calculated using stan-
dard dynamic programming applied to the above score

’Theseaxe (17)and (120).

function. Dynamic programming efficiently examines
all possible legal tree structures of the potential he-
lixes. Conceptually, the method progresses from the
5’ end to the 3’ end computing and saving the score
of each possible sub-tree in a lower triangular matrix
using the following method.

Each matrix entry, Vij, is the score of the optimal
tree structure for the points from i to j. The matrix
columns are indexed with j (the more 3’ side), and the
rows by i (the more 5’ side). The matrix diagonal,
i = j is initialized to zero. Then j is stepped from 2
to the total number of points n and each location Vl~j
with i < j is filled in according to:

Vt, j = max[Vi+lj, Vij_l, V~+Ij_1 + score(i,j),

maXi<y<j[Vy+l~i + l~,y] ] (8)

When the algorithm finishes at the 3’ end, the score of
the best tree will have been found and stored in Vl,n.

Tracing back through this matrix of scores recovers
the optimal tree structure. This tree is then output as
an SCFG.

Finding the Secondary Structure

The following procedure to find helixes. The helix find-
ing algorithm, with a particular value of the length
parameter, is run on the current search region(s), cre-
ating a set of potential helix candidates. Then the tree
construction algorithm is used on the set of potential
helix candidates to determine the helixes in the best
tree structure. These helixes define smaller areas for
further search using the divide and conquer methodol-
ogy and we iterate this process with smaller values of
the filter parameter until the areas are too small, or no
new helixes are found.

The experiments on 16S and 23S have indicated that
only 3 passes are necessary for even these large align-
ments.

Parallel Computation

All these algorithms can be paral!elized. We have
implemented many of them on our Maspar MP-2204
(NickoUs 1990). It is a SIMD array processor with
4096 individual processing elements. Based on the se-
rial verses parallel implementation of the HMM sys-
tem, the Maspar can provide a speed up by a factor of
40 over a Sun Sparc 2 (Hughey 1993).

A parallel implementation and timing analysis of the
helix finding algorithm shows that the entire 16S size
first pass search takes less than 2 seconds on a limited
number of sequences with no saving of search results.
Analysis indicates that generalizing the algorithm to
match the level of the serial implementation will result
in an execution time of about 35 seconds.
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Experiments

All results were achieved with the serial implementa-
tion of the algorithms written in standard C+-{-, run-
ning on an HP/Apollo 68040 based Unix workstation
(rated about half a Sun Sparc 2).

16S Results

The data set is the 60 representative sequences in the
2866 base pair long 16S multiple alignment obtained
from the Ribosomal Database Project (Larsen et al.
1993). The number of potential base paired regions
is about 3.59 million. The columns of this multiple
alignment were examined with the helix finding algo-
rithm employing the 4-filter resulting in 1661 (possibly
overlapping) regions. These 1661 regions were exam-
ined for covariation resulting in 35 regions. These 35
regions are processed into 200 points.

The resulting tree contains 20 helixes, all of which
are known in the E.coli secondary structure, are indi-
cated in the XRNA (Weiser, Gutell, & Noller 1994)
drawing, Figure 7. Even at this early stage, the SCFG
output contains 20 helixes, 41 loops, and 40 branches,
and is too large to include in this paper. The total
execution time is 10 minutes of real time.

Using these helixes to bound further searching,
smaller areas are chosen for a second pass using the
3-filter and the 2-filter. The result is that 55 out of
the 77 helixes shown in E.coli are found. Lowering
the threshold for detection of covariation allows find-
ing 5 more helixes. Searching some of the areas using a
prototype bulge searching filter identifies more helixes,
including the central pseudo-knot around location 17-
918. The pseudo-knot cannot be included in the result-
ing tree by the tree construction algorithm. However,
the searching methodology does find that it is a highly
likely helix, and could be included in a model that al-
lows pseudo-knots.

23S Results

The data are the 30 bacterial sequences extracted from
the version 3 of the 23S alignment obtained from the
Ribosomal Database Project (Larsen el ai. 1993). The
same steps as used in 16S were applied to this very
large, 7977 column alignment.

The first pass search using the 4-filter results in 8205
potentially base paired regions, of which only 72 pass
the covariation analysis. These 72 (possibly overlap-
ping) regions are processed into 116 points, and the
resulting optimal tree contains 44 helixes, all of which
are known (data not shown). The execution time is 
minutes of real time.

Second and third passes find a few more helixes but
not too many. Using the prototype bulge filter identi-
ties more helixes. The alignment of 23S is not as clean
as that for 16S. The fact that the method is able to
pick out many of the helix regions in the presence of
inexact alignments indicates its robustness.
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Further Work

We are continuing to work toward the goal of the full
multiple alignment system. The methods described
here seem to be sensitive enough and fast enough that
an iterative process is feasible. The information dis-
covered must be used to adjust the multiple alignment,
thus closing the loop. Adjusting large multiple align-
ments using a HMM on a serial computer is very ex-
pensive, and using a parallel computer is probably nec-
essary. There are 23S sequences that have not been
aligned that we wish to add to the multiple alignment.

The system now only chooses the most optimal solu-
tion. It is highly desirable to be able to report subop-
timal solutions and how suboptimal they are. We are
working on incorporating the methods of (Zuker 1989;
Stormo & Haussler 1994) to provide this function.

Pseudo-knots must be supported. The search func-
tion can identify pseudo-knots, but the SCFG formal-
ism can’t handle them. We are working on extensions
to SCFGs that will allow limited but biologically useful
pseudo-knot structures without damaging the ability
to parse in n3 time.

We are developing more sensitive tests on column
pairs to determine if they are base paired. This would
improve detection of lone base pairs and provide bet-
ter sets of potential helixes for further analysis. We
are experimenting with a neural net approach (Reklaw,
Hanna, & Haussler 1995) to combine the mutual infor-
mation and base pair composition of column pairs to
discover and rank potential helixes. The 37 inputs are
the counts of each of the 36 possible pairs (in our 6 let-
ter alphabet) and the mutual information covariation.

The results on 16S and 23S rRNA indicate that this
neural net method is more sensitive than either raw
mutual information covariation or base content scoring
alone to potential base pairs. The first pass of search-
ing identifies a few more helixes in 16S and many more
in 23S. However some of these helixes are incorrect:
they are false positives. We intend to overcome the
problem of false positives by performing multiple runs
on random data sets and comparing the resulting tree
structures. The stable core structure would then be
chosen as the best representative structure. Another
possibility is to prune back certain low scoring helixes
at the edge of the tree.

Finally, we note that the method can be used to de-
tect normal base pairing interactions between different
RNA molecules.
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Figure 8: Standard F_,.co]i secondary structure (courtesy of H. Noller) with helixes found in the first
pass sha~led~ second pass ]axger open circles, third pass smaJ]er open cLrc]es. The helixes that axe
not found fall into 3 categories: A) The bases are too conserved, so that there is no covaxiation
signal. B) Only a few of the 60 sequences have that paxticu]ax structure, so there is not enough
information to decide it is a common feature of a]] the sequences. C) The alignment contains many
bulges or large gaps or inserts in that area.
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